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responsibility . The Church stresses responsibility in this sph 
several documents speaks of it in detail. Married couples can 
be entirely familiar with the Church 's teaching in this real m 

Conclusions. 
I. Sexual education, rightly understood , is a formative proc, 

the result of many different factors. 
2. The most important seems to be maintaining a just proport 

information and formation. There exists a real flood of · 
It should not be given without a proper moral formation 
need never be given at all. 

3. The persons to whom the duty of sexual education belong: 
way are parents themselves. It is their inalienable right 

4. The Church should help parents in their duties both by p 
and by providing approved programs for parents who fe 
them, and most of all by administering sacraments and th 
a channel of grace necessary for sanctification . 

5. Parents should be vigilant with regard to the mass me1 
programs, and openly protest when they offend the rel ig 
of the spectators or degrade their human dignity. 

6. All education requires a parallel self-education. Cooper:. 
educators, and with the help of grace , a young person ca 
sexual body perfectly. He will always find his model in ( 
Mother; he will also find heip with those who were able to , 
and have been canonized. 
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d should 
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Infant Care Review Committees: 
Their Moral Responsibilities 

Robert L. Barry, O.P., Ph.D. 

Father Barry, a theology department faculty member at St. 
Thomas College, St. Paul, Minn'esota, is book review editor for Linacre 
Quarterly. 

. The moral duties of infant care review committees has become a 
WI~e~y discussed issue in the past few months among physicians, 
eth1c1sts and legal scholars. It now appears as if these committees will 
come to have a great deal of responsibility over the care and treatment 
~f ~n?ica~ped newborns, and it is necessary to outline their moral 
t Utles ~~ th1s role. Recently, very broad, formal , procedural guidelines 
or thetr proceedings have been suggested by other authors. In this 
:per, I wish to present a fuller account of what is morally required of 

ese comnittees. 
th Ethics . ~ommittees had their beginning in the decision rendered by 

e court m the Matter of Karen Quinlan.1 In this decision, the court 
=~ed health ~are professionals, physicians and families to consult with 

d
es commtttees in difficult cases so that there could be full free 

an op d' · ' all en 1scuss1on of treatment issues. This proposal was not gener-
re: heeded by medical professionals or parents, largely because most 
th mect to want to preserve the traditional prerogatives reserved to 
th:m. ~s a resul~, - few institutions estabished ethics comnittees after 
Catb Q~znlan ~ec1s10n? In the years that followed this decision, only 

lnohc hospttals established ethics comnittees in large numbers. 

th _fant care review committees received their major impetus from 
emfum B -death ous loomington Baby Doe case for , in response to the 

issued of that_ baby, the Department of Health and Human Services 
to hanr~gulatlons t~ prevent the denial of care and medical treatments 
cap dtcapped children for the sole reason that they were handi
tati Pt!d. These regulations were based on section 504 of the Rehab ili-

on Act of 1973 and these regulations implied that: 
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h . ualified handicapped individual . . . shall, sol~ly b· h~o hoatned~::pse ~e excluded from the participation in, be demet_d t 
.son of 
enefits 
ceiving IS , • • . d y program or ac l VI f be sub]. ected to discnmmatwn un er an o, or . 

4 federal financial assistance. 

Federal hotlines were initiated for the reporti~g ~f p 
tions of this regulation, and many medical_ associations 

rotested these rules. Through a long s~nes of ne_go ~ 
~ccepted the legitimacy of infant care revie~ c~mmitt~. 
were used in conjunction with federal hotlmes,- The -
tance of these committees, alo~g with th: gro~mg aw~ 

d ·t· l parent-physician-patient relatiOnship was . J , 
tra I 10na · · f t e revw· 
quate spurred the present interest m m a~ c~ · d t · 
The Department of Health and Human Ser'?ces I no u ; 
a substitute for the requirements of SectiOn 50_4, bf 

· · t d t further protect10n c additional measure mstitu e 0 . . . k 
newborns and to promote quality medical decislOn-m~ 

Infant care review committees hold out a promis .. 
. 't 1 ecessary for law en! benefits. They could make I ess n 

cies to intervene if they could guara?tee tha~_th~/ 

)le viola
.1ediately 
·ns, HHS 

en they 
~d accep
" that the 
ger ade

mmittees. 
ICRC's as 

rely as an 
. dicapped 

significant 
ment agen
; of handi
lents would 
orne of the 
~solve some 

ped infants to normal care and ordmary me Ica , 
~~~ be violated. These committees c~uld bring ~ogett 
best minds in medicine, law and ~thics to ex:rnme aJ 
critical problems in contemporar~ ~~f~nt ca~e. f' 

T tudy the moral responsibihties of u~fant car 
tees or :hall begin by briefly surveying the ~ews o;hv< 
on the roles and functions of these committees. c 

f the concerns and problems that have been 
some o 'f' ral obl 
ICRC's. Finally, the general _and speci IC mo it 
committees to handicapped mfants, parents, phys 
will be studied. 

ew commit
.s authorities 
will examine 
;ressed about 
tons of these 
" and society 

I . 
. Th . R le an(' l<'unctiOns Infant Care Review Committees: eu o ·u 

I'ttees WI · f · f t e review umm The three general functiOns o m an __ car mmentators agree 
be examined here. Virtually all authonties and ~~ for both health 
that ICRCs can serve a general educatio~al fu7~ I~n They also agree 
care facility staff members an~ the pubhc at ro ~;als both prosp.ec· 
that these committees can review treatment p p agencies whtch 

· 1 A d ICRCs are also seen as for tively and retrospective y. n . . t ndards and norms 
could assist in the formation of guidelmes , s a 
the care of handicapped infants. 

R . w Committees The Educational Function of Infant Care evie 

health ICRCs should educate e While there is general agreement that_ lar e concerning the cart 
f ·1·t t ff members and the pubhc at ~ 't on wha care aci I y s a . f t there IS no um y . and treatment of handicapped 111 an s, . Quarter!) 
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should be taught by these committees. The American Academy of 
Pediatrics asserted that these commitU!es.should edtu:ate parents about 
the means of treatment available in health care facilities and in a 
community for these children.7 However, these tasks seem to be 
better suited to other bodies, and most authorities agree that ICRCs 
should limit themselves to instruction in ethical matters. The most 
common view held is that infant care ethics committees should inform 
parents, physicians and health care staff members of their ethical 
responsibilities. 

There is some debate as to whether ethics committees should 
merely provide a forum for the discussion of ethical issues, or whether 
they should assume an explicitly pedagogical role in which they would 
teach determinate ethical principles and rules. 8 One leading authority 
has asserted that ICRCs should link societal values with developments 
in institutions, whatever that might mean.9 In contrast, some .ethics 
committees in Catholic institutions have assumed a wider role and 
have aimed at teaching about the social implications of certain medical 
Plactices and policies, but this function has not been widely regarded 
as being necessary for infant care review committees. 10 

Infant Care Review Committees and Case Review 

Almost all authorities agree that ICRCs have a role in reviewing the 
treatment given to or proposed for handicappedinfants.ll A number 
of writers have asserted that infant care review committees should not 
Jnake decisions about the cases they review, but they are not clear on 
What they mean in saying this.22 If this assertion means that ICRCs 
should not make medical decisions about treatments given to or 
Pl'_oposed for handicapped infants, then no objections could be 
l'aised.

13 
It would seem that ICRCs, by their very nature, are to aim at 

coming to moral judgments about actions or treatment proposals, but 
to deny them the freedom to do this would be to defeat their primary 
Pllrpose. That ICRCs should make ethical judgments does not mean · 
that they should replace the traditional loci of medical decision
Dlaking, but it does imply that these traditional forms of medical 
decision-making should be subjected to strict ethical scrutiny and that 
all decision-makers should be held accountable for any irresponsible 

~ost authorities do not object to infant care review comnittees 
Dlaking ethical judgments a~out treatments and proposals for treat
~ent. But at the far end of the spectrum, _sone authors sugg~s~ that 
trCRcs should only decide who should decide about the provision of 
t eatrnent. 

14 
It is difficult to take this suggestion seriously, however, 

or shortly after making it, the author asserted that parents should 
~e decisions about the treatment of children unless they are judged 
:ornpeten~ by a court;1 5 This view would unduly restrict the free-

Ill of action of ICRCs and it is one that has not been shared by 

1985 
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many authors. 
Case review can either be prospective or retrospecti' 

1 prospec· 
Llld obtain 
mt issues, 

the com· 
ion of law 
almost all 

:. intervene 
mmittees 
posed for 

vene when 
embers.18 

· determin· 
~ by infant 
1dations or 
ed infants, 
n them in 

tive review of cases, it has been argued that committee& 
all of the relevant facts of the case, identify the im , 
resolve differences between parents and physicians, ai 
plexity or difficulty of the cases and recommend inter 
enforcement agencies if necessary.l6 A serious probl 
writers mention is that of determining when ICRCs sh 
prospectively. Some have said that infant care revie 
should intervene whenever life-sustaining treatments ar 
withdrawal. 17 Others have ·suggested that they only i1 
requested to do so by physicians, parents or staff 
Another difficult problem mentioned J::>y authors is tha 
ing the authority of judgments or recommendations n 
care review committees. Some claim that ICRC recom , 
resolutions be binding upon those who treat handic~ 
while others would hold that they should be binding 
varying degrees according to the circumstances.19 

When committees do intervene prospectively, there little agree· 
ment among authorities as to how they should evalu ~ treatment 
proposals. Some assert that ICRCs should only require .at " reason· 
able" or "appropriate" actions be taken in behalf of andicapped 
infants or that the "best interests" of the child be promo d ?-

0 
Others 

have asserted that the dignity of the parents and physic· ts should be 
affirmed and promoted by ICRCs. 21 But to my kn vledge, few 
notable authors recommend that infant care review corr 1it tees inter· 
vene when the rights of the infant are in jeopardy. The )sence of an 
affirmation of this should be a cause of concern, for it as in such 

3 

situation that the Baby Doe regulations were specifically romulgated. 
In their prospective review of cases, some writers h ve suggested 

that ICRCs should not aim at reaching a consensus in th(· r judgments. 
but should merely settle for a wide-ranging discu- ;ion of the 
issues. 21 And virtually all authorities agree that court~ and laW e~· · d · vest!· 
forcement agencies should only be allowed to interven• an m 
gate cases as a measure of last ·resort. 2 

2 

Policy and Guideline Formation 

Most authorities hold that infant care review commit tees sho~ 
have a role in the formation of policies and guidelines for the tr: e 
ment of handicapped infants, but there is not much agreement on. ~ 
nature of these guidelines~3 No writers have suggested that_ guide!~ 
contrary to institutional bylaws be adopted or endorsed by Infant tb' 
review committees. Being predominantly procedural and forxnal, ted 
guidelines which have been thus far proposed have not dem?nstr~ ~ 
that they could effectively protect the rights of handicapped mfan 'dt 
critical situations.24 As there is little or no mention of these gu

1 
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lines in Section 504 of the Rehabilitation A . . 
the conclusion that the primary b' t ' ct, one can readily draw 
protection of parents and ph . ? Jec IVe of these guidelines is the 
wish to promote high qualityy~:~s~l ~os~ _authors_ claim that they 
not specific concerning the nature f th _ec~swn-makmg, but they are 

It any 'ud e . o ts unproved decision-making 
to be m~de ~ I~sts cotncelrmng the moral responsibilities of ICRCs ar~ 

' no on Y necessary to d functions, but also to a th un erstand their roles and 
round ICRCs. The aim o~t~ls ne~trob~ems ~nd concerns which sur
these problems and concern b f sectwn_will be to examine some of 
these committees. s e ore studymg the moral obligations of 

. II 
Infant Care R · c . eview ommittees: Concerns and Problems 

There are five gen a1 · committees: . er areas of concern with infant care review 

1) Probably th t . . . could really beco~:~s s~gmfi~ant concern with ICRCs is that they 
number of gr ~m~~te by the interests of one or a small 

. oups or mdtVIduals to th d t · patients and handic d . e e runent of physicians 
relatively easy for :p~e. mfants.25 Reports have shown that it i~ 
to promote h . p ystc:ans t_o dominate these groups and use them 
acute with :t~;~s ~~:!~~~ate ~nterests. 2.6 This problem has been less 
have generally had ; e~~ m ?at~ohc health care facilities, as they 
all authorities ass grea e~ tverstty m their membership.27 Virtually 
to attain diverse ::~!:t ~~fant care revieW: c~mmittees should strive 
domination by a . I rs tp an~ t~~reby hmtt the harmful effects of 

2) H ld' . smg e group or mdtvtdual. · 
0 mg Infant c · actions is another . are reVIew committees accountable for their 

Pioblem similar to maJor ~ea of ~on~ern.28 ICRCs appear to have a 
1Vhen they f ' t b that which InstitutiOnal Review Boards (IRBs) had 
rights of re::rch ega~: I~Bs o~ten !ailed to adequately protect the 
~by some th su Jec s agam~t tmm?ral research, and it is thus 
~ts by being ::J~~~~ c~uld J~opar~Ize the rights of handicapped 
lights. 29 ICR c u o thmr duties to argue in behalf of their 
call for measures aptpear vulnerable to this possibility' and most authors 
~ es o make ICRC 1 - wons. With t s accountab e for their J·udgments and 
I....- ~ ou such measur 't · · uq;ome culpable c . es, I . ts qll1~e possible that ICR,Cs could 

3) A further r~operator~ 10 unJUSt actwns against infants. 
functions appe p t bl~m wtth these committees is that their roles and 
.a.ogate to thar ol e so vaguely defined that they could readily 
decisi emse ves the roles of t . . tile on-makers health c . . . paren s, phystctans, surrogate 

courts. This' is a . are _Instltutwns, law enforcement agencies or 
'-e the competen senous tss~e because it is not certain that ICRCs 
Pleteiy. Related to c~h?r authont~ to assume any of these roles com
. 1~ concern Is that of the possible violation~ ·by 
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ICRCs of rights of privacy and confidentiality of interef 
because of inadequate procedural standards and regu· 
counter this possibility, many authors have strongly urf 
measures to protect the privacy and confidentiality of 
parties. 30 

4) There have been few reported instances . o~ inf~nt 
committees requiring excessive treatment, and 1t 1s qmte 
these committees might become biased iri favor of unjw· 
treatment or nonintervention . A number of authors ha,. 
the activities of ICRCs be severely limited, and if these · 
accepted, the power of these committees to require t re; 
become severely restricted.31 This problem could be 
there were more specific and concrete guidelines for H 
guidelines being proposed currently have little capabilit . 
ing committees to require justified treatment. 

:1 parties 
ions. To 
forceful 
involved 

·e review 
sible that 
able non· 
·r ged that 

5) Up to the present time, practically all of the pl 
guidelines suggested . for ICRCs have been purely. pt 
formal. This raises the possibility that ICRCs could mt ' 
justification or fail to intervene in review cases whe 
justified or morally required. Enactment of sound, c 
and substantive norms and standards has thus been re~ 
quently. 

In light of these problem:; and concerns about the 
tions of infant care review committees , it is now po 
their general and specific moral responsibilities. Whih 
of their responsibilities will focus primarily on their m 
some attention will be given to their legal obligat io 

osals are 
.ent could 
1imized if 
~ s, for the 
:r compell· 

-'dures and 
Jdural and 
ne without 
, would be 
ise, precise 
nended fre· 

~s and func· 
le to discuss 
is discussion 
1 obligations, 
o the extent 

that these bear upon their moral duties and responsibi ·s . 

III 
The Moral Responsibilities of Infant Care Revie\ l ·mmittees 

Before discussing the general moral responsibilit i f these corn~ 
mittees it is necessary to state that those who establ 1 ICRCs have n 

' . h tiliey ~ strict moral duty and obligation to structure them ''-' t a _ . 
1 

d in 
fulfill their moral duties in full freedom. If ICRCs ar .. · -.o restn.c ed of 

h t · lly reqmre their actions that they cannot execute w a 1s mo.r~ . . on the!ll 
them, then any attempt to impose moral responsibilities 

would be futile. . Tties in ail 
Infant care review committees have four moral responsibl 1 

of their functions and roles. h s come 
1) All ICRCs are bound via the duties imposed by what art that 

to be known as the Kew Gardens Principle. This principle as~e il sgrave 
all moral agents are required to take actions which do not ~ ~osing a 
risk for them if those actions would prevent another fro uffer· 

. . grave s 
fundamental human good or from expenencmg that 

. h ' . 'ple means ings. 32 For infant care review committees, t 1s pnncl I)' 
Li nac re Quarter 
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they must take whatever actions are reasonably within their means to 
prevent handicapped infants from suffering grave harm or injury by 
either commissions or omissions performed by other moral agents. 

2) All infant care review committees are under a common and 
ordinary moral duty to protect innocent human life from direct and 
deliberate lethal commissions or omissions~ 3 This principle is correla
tive to the Kew Gardens Principle, but it states the nature of this 
obligation in more technical and precise terms. 

3) In all of their actions concerning innocent human life, infant 
care review committees are morally required to adopt the morally 
safer course of action.34 This does not mean that ICRCs must adopt 
the safest course of action in all circumstances, but only that they 
must act to guarantee that handicapped infants not be denied any 
reasonable chance for life and improved health. This principle does not 
endorse moral rigorism, for it promotes and encourages moralrespon
sibility, prudence and respect for fragile and innocent human life. 

4) All infant care review committees are morally obliged to pro
mote, endorse and support laws and efforts of law enforcement agen
cies which seek to responsibly protect the moral rights of handicapped 
infants to ordinary medical treatments and care.35 ICRCs are not 
meddlesome "do-gooders," exceeding their authority when they do 
this, but are only fulfilling a common and ordinary jurisprudential 
duty incumbent on all moral agents.36 Because the law is more precise 
and specific than are moral principles, norms and rules, it is better able 
to protect the rights of all parties, and there is a moral duty to support 
it when it is administered responsibly. By doing this, infant care 
review committees are better able to fulfill their moral responsibilities 
toward handicapped infants. 

These are the general moral duties of infant care review commit
tees, but there are also some specific moral responsibilities of these 
committees which must be examined. 

The Moral Duties of Infant Care Review Committees 
in Education and Case Review 

In all of their case review activities, infant care review committees 
are to gather all possible relevant factual data concerning the cases. 
~ey are to studiously preserve privacy and confidentiality in doing 
this. All aspects of their reviews and investigations are to be properly 
and accurately documented and recorded. 

When infant care review committees function in their educational 
~le, they are to recall that their primary function is to instruct physi
~. staff members and parents of their moral duties. ICRCs are not 
lllnply to provide forums for discussion, or aim at replacing legitimate 
~tory f~nctions of the government?7 ICRCs are to take a peda
::-~ r~le in their educational activities because this is required ·by 
. Pnnc1ple that the safer course of action is to be followed. Infant 
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care review committees are to train health care profes& 
moral duties toward handicapped infants. They are t 
ethical guidance which, above all else, positively prom ' 
of handicapped infants, especially in difficult and con• 
this role, they are to instruct in the requirements of o 
duties and in what is demanded by the safer course 
various circumstances. And it is also a moral obligation 
mittees to instruct parents and physicians in their m · 
toward the law. 

In their roles of retrospective and prospective case 
care review committees might not be required to make 
sions, but that does not prohibit them from making eth 
about treatments or treatment proposals. To prohibit t h 
ing ethical judgments is morally equivalent to prohib it 
from making ethical judgments concerning clinical cas 
their attention. 

s in their 
Je precise 
the rights 
cases. In 

ary moral 
action in 

hese com· 
)bligations 

ew, infant 
d ical deci· 
judgments 
from mak· 
physicians 

orought to 

In both prospective and retrospective case review, RCs are to 
take the safer course of moral action and intervene t r Jview three 
·separate kinds of cases. First., they are to intervene a , matter of 
moral obligation and make ethical judgments in cases ' re life-sus· 
taining treatments are being proposed for withdrawal rom handi· 
capped infants, or where they are actually withdra' .3 8 This is 
required because there is imminent danger that the withe twal of such 
treatments or care could be directly leth,al or would be violation of 
the rights of the infant to care and o)lligatory medit 1 treatment. 
Second, infant care review committees are morally reqt· red to inter· 
vene in cases in which possible medically beneficial care r treatments 
are being proposed for withdrawal or have actually bee1, denied to a 
handicapped infant. This is morally required because it i1: quite pos· 
sible that grave harm could come to a child if such proposals or 
actions were carried out, and therefore, taking the safer course of 
action requires review. Third, infant care review committees are 
required to review cases where nutrition and/or fluids are be~g 
proposed for withdrawal or have actually been withdrawn.39 Taking 
the safer course of action requires this because there are few, if any, 
situations in which denial of nutrition and/or fluids would not be 
direct killing. Whenever nutrition and/or fluids are of nutritional or 
hydrational value, whenever they can be successfully ingested b_Y _a 
human being, they are of benefit and should be provided unless 1~ ~ 
physically impossible to do so. Nutrition and fluids are not mediC 
treatments, but are basic resources of the body whose provision su~· 
tains life and whose withdrawal certainly causes death.4o Their provr 
sion directly supports the natural functions of the body and its nat~ 
defenses against diseases. Because they are not specifically rnedi 
treatments, their provision should be regula ed by principles otbteT 
than those which govern the administration of m _· aJ trea rne be 
Nutrition and fluids are aspects of normal care, and they should 
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liven w~enever they can meet the nutritional arid hydrational needs of 
~e patient, as they ~e of b~nefit when they do this. There is nothing 
unmoral whatsoeve~ m feedmg a patient if this will sustain life, and 
tber~ . very well . might be _something seriously immoral in denying 
nutritiOn and flUids to a patient so·that death is brought about. Taking 
~e. safer cour~e . of ~ction requires that one avoid the risk of unjust 
killmg ?Y providmg life-sustaining food and fluids when they can pre
serve hfe. Food and fluids are different from medical treatments 
beca~se they are not directly therapeutic as they do not directly and 
prox~ately correct or ameliorate clinically diagnosable conditions. If 
:ythmg co~stitutes medical abandonment, it is the refusal to provide 
v:~ and fluids _to pers~:m~ w~ose lives can be sustained by them. The 

bean recogmzed this m Its Declaration on Euthanasia when it 
:serted that normal care was always to be given to patients even to 

ose who were terminally ill. 41 ' · 

~n both prospective and retrospective case review infant care 
l'eV:lew 'tt ' call c?mmi _ees are ~o u~hold th~ requirements of the law. Specifi-

Y, this requrrement Implies that mfant care review committees are 
not ~0 be used in any fashion to impede the enforcement of the law =g ~o ~r~tect the rights of handicapped infants. They are to 
ab ct IndiVIduals in their duty to report suspected cases of child 
ti USe and neglect, and they are to reprimand individuals or organiza
.:ns which fail to do this. 42 .ICRCs are not only to report cases of child 
ti use when they judge that there is sufficient evidence for a convic
o::~ut even w~en there is only a _suspicion that neglect or abuse is 
infant mg. An~ m both retrospective and prospective case review, 
ICti care review committees are to take steps to assure that their 

ons are carried out. · 
Infant care · · ,L . reVIew committees also have specific moral duties in 

... ell role of a . t' . th d llld tb . SSIS mg m e evelopment of policies and guidelines 
ese will be examined in the next part. . ' 

Moral Duties in Policy and Guidelines Formation 

IUid~~ fundamental duty of ICRCs in the development of policies 
Procedmes, norms and stan~ard~ is to assure that these are not mere!; 
fie. Tb~' fon~al and subJeC~lV~, but substantive, binding and sped
fail 18 requrred by the prmciple of the safer course of action as 
eu:e~ demand this places handicapped infants in imminent dan~er. 
the righ es c~not be merely "feasible," for these' would not guarantee 
diffieu1 ts ~f m_fants to obligatory medical treatments in complex and 
able , .~ Situati~ns. Guidelines cannot aim at being merely "reason-
1rill' t appropnate" or in the "best interests" of the child, for these 
~ assur~ protection of the rights of the child to normal care and 
lently medical treatments. All of these criteria being proposed cur-

are Purely procedural and formal , and by themselves they can-

ovember' 1985 
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not impose any specific concrete and practical moral du1 
one. All norms and standards regulating the activities of 
review committees must aim at concretely protecting t ' 
handicapped infants above all else, as they are far more v: 
any other parties. 

All norms and standards endorsed or promoted by IC 
in full compliance with civil and criminal laws protecting 
handicapped infants against discriminatory acts. There J 

requirement in this demand which forbids ICRCs from er 
cies and guidelines which violate the moral rights of phys 
care institutions and parents. And it is particularly irr 
ICRCs endorse policies which protect the privacy and c 
of all individuals and parties involved in the treatment ot 
newborns. 

on any· 
'ant care 
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dentiality 
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.:wided. 43 

borns who 
1 nutrition 
J by infant 
1iative care 
,uld not be 
) not immi· 

Recently it has been suggested that some handicaPl 
included in a treatment category called "supportive l 

which no life sustaining measures or treatments would b 
Policies such as these, when suggested for handicapped 
are not imminently and unavoidably dying and for VI 

and fluids would be life-sustaining, should never be end,-. 
care review committees. There are instances in which 
could be provided morally because nutrition and fluid 
ingested, but a policy permitting this for infants wh 
nently and unavoidably dying is immoral. . 

It has also been suggested by some authorities that ,, 
as a medical policy is morally legitimate when variou:-. 
treatments would be of clear benefit to a child and ' 
ment" would do nothing to improve the child 
ture. 44 Adopting "nontreatment" as an option is no · 
able when positive measures would improve a child 
when the child is not imminently and unavoidably dy 
policy of "nontreatment" when positive treatments 
the health of the .child is nothing but a violation of t 

1t reatment" 
1ds of other 
1 " nontreat· 
;linical pic· 
,orally toler· 
condition or 

'; . Adopting a 
,uld promote 

, rights of the 

child by omission rather than commission. . . f m 
There are quite a number of specific kinds and c. nd1tw~s r~he 

which infants can suffer, and in the next section, we v, 1l consl~er or· 
moral responsibilities of ICRCs in respect to some of the m ore liDP 
tant afflictions of newborns. 

Moral Responsibilities of ICRCs in Special Cases 

ionate and 
It has been suggested by some authors that compass 1 sch· 

humane treatment of infants with various conditions such ash e ail· 
al t . nd ot er 

Nyhan, Tay-Sachs disease, hydroenceph_ y ,_ . ns~my a . osition 
ments be withdrawn or withheld. 45 The JUstlflcatwn for thlSlt' ns is 
is that the suffering experienced by children with these con 
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so severe that death is preferable to life. This position is highly objec
tionable, however, because it is implied that nutrition and fluids 
would also be removed so that the children would be starved or 
dehydrated to death. As a result, these children are not killed by being 
allowed to die, but are rather killed by culpable omission. Denying the 
food and fluids would do nothing to improve their condition and it 
would introduce a certainly lethal cause which did not previously 
exist. Removal of nutrition and fluids does not cause the child to die 
due to a condition from which he or she is suffering, but rather it 
introduces a new culpable and immoral cause of death. 

It has also been suggested that it would be morally permissible to 
bring certain handicapped newborns to death by directly killing 
them.46 If it was judged that continued life was not in the best inter
ests of a child, if the child suffered in the absence of treatment, and if 
death could be brought about intentionally, then it would not be 
immoral to directly kill a child, probably by lethal injection. 4 7 This is 
also quite objectionable because direct killing is never morally permis
sible, even when its motives are compassion and concern. Life is a 
basic and fundamental good and it can never become a burden to one 
in and of itself. The conditions from which one can suffer can become 
burdensome, but life itself cannot become burdensome. Giving lethal 
injections to infants makes physicians killers and it violates the medi
cal canon of "do no harm." Death is never a friend of a child, and 
while it is not an absolute evil, it is never something which should be 
d~~berately and directly chosen. The moral absolute against direct 
killmg should be compared to the moral absolute against rape. While 
rape might bring some psychological benefits to the rapist, it is always 
~ng. ~imilarly, while direct killing of severely handic;:tpped infants 
m•ght brmg some benefit to others , it is not somet hing that should 
ever be chosen. Handicapped infants have an ordinary moral right not 
to be starved and dehydrated to death and they have an ordinary 
llloral right not to be directly killed because someone thinks that they 
are suffering too much. 

bifi When considering treatments to be given to children with spina 
th da, ~y and all treatments which improve the clinical picture of 
;: children should be given. Any treatment which palliates, allevi

a or corrects their clinical conditions and which can be given with
~ut undue burden to the parents or health care providers should be 
sp:en a~ ~ matter of moral duty. Aggressive treatment of children with 
th na ?1flda should never be regarded as imposing harlfl on them when 
there~ a prognosis that such treatment will improve the condition of 
~ c~ild. But where a child with spina bifida will die imminently and 
bee VOldably, aggressive treatment which cannot ward off death can 
car orne morally extraordinary. Even in this circumstance, palliative 
titee a;d pro~sio~ of nutrition and fluids are morally required, as the 

0 the ch1ld 1s a basic good which should never be deliberately 
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destroyed or turned against by anyone. 
"Do not resuscitate" orders should only be given f01 

capped infants who suffer from terminal illnesses and 
nently and unavoidably dying. These orders should no: 
"quality of life" judgments, or on other standards such 
fit" or "burden of resuscitation, but rather they should < 

for handicapped infants when it is clear that death could 
off by further treatment. 

Tay-Sachs disease is often difficult to detect at birth , 
becomes markedly worse as the child grows older. Inf; 
condition and with similar conditions should not be 
being imminently and unavoidably dying, and therefor E' 
which includes palliative and supportive care should aJ 
vided. Only when medical treatments cannot forestall d 
be held elective, even though nutrition and fluids shoulc 

Conclusion 
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For all of the discussion of infant care review commit ~ s in recent 
months, it appears that such committees have been dly under· 
utilized in the recent past. One study showed that h· '1ital ethics 
committees were only used once a year on the average i1 hose hospi· 
tals which had instituted them .48 At the present time, 1 're is a con· 
certed effort to create a network of infant care reviev. mmittees, 
and this effort should be regarded ·with caution. Man authorities 
admit that there are not experienced ethicists to be f nd on most 
comnittees, and this could lead to highly objectionable ~ actices and 
judgments by those conmittees. It is quite possible that J -;RCs could 
be used in the future as shields against legitimate intervt 1tion by Ia~ 
enforcement authorities, and this would be quite unfc-r tu~ate if~ 
were to happen. Thus, it is imperative that ICRCs adopt stnct mo f 
standards and that they be closely monitored during th is phase 

0
f I 

their growth and development. The existence and d evelopment 
0 

these comnittees are only tolerable if they enhance protection of thef 
rights of handicapped newborns and if they facilitate enforcement 

0 

laws designed to protect their moral and civil rights. They cannot be 
allowed to become impediments to strict law enforcement, and f~r 
that reason it is imperative that a close watch be kept on them Ul 

coming month~ as they grow and develop. 
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